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ABSTRACT

One of the probably most successful mixed finite element methods is the enhanced assumed strain
(EAS) approach first proposed by Simo and Rifai [5]. It allows to construct elements that have
numerous desirable properties and can, due to their strain driven format, easily be applied in
nonlinear simulations with complex material models. One of the major advantages is that they
can be constructed locking-free as long as the mesh is undistorted. However, in case of distorted
meshes the performance drops dramatically. This is in fact not only a problem of EAS elements
but of every element that passes the patch test and is based on the symmetric Bubnov-Galerkin
method (see MacNeal [3]).

The only way to overcome this issue is to make the element’s stiffness matrix unsymmetric and use
a Petrov-Galerkin approach (see [3]). For low-order elements, difficulties in selecting proper modes
require complex ansatz functions that usually either involve material parameters [1, 6] or need
many internal degrees of freedom and require higher order Gauss-quadrature [2]. This limitation
has recently been overcome with the unsymmetric EAS approach (see Pfefferkorn and Betsch [4]).
The present contribution concerns the extension of that method to geometrically nonlinear problems
and elasto-plastic simulations.
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